In the preceding paper, we demonstrated the existence of the dynamic system of the traffic assignment problem (TAP), called J-system, whose steady states are J-equilibria (JE) and only stable steady states are user-equilibria (UE). Based on this new definition of UE, in this paper, we develop algorithms for computing both JE and UE of general transportation networks. To find JE, we can use Newton's method or the finite difference method; to find UE, we propose a perturbation-based method and a hybrid method incorporating Frank-Wolfe's method. With an example, we show that both Newton's and finite difference methods converge exponentially measured by J-index of convergence, and the perturbation-based method yields UE solutions. We also present methods for solving TAP with variable demand. The finite difference method and the perturbation-based method are intrinsic to J-system and readily applicable for solving TAP of any general networks. The implementation and efficiency of these methods for solving TAP of large-scale transportation networks will be investigated in the future.
Introduction
In this study we adopt the network notation system given in Table 1 . We have the following basic relationships: 
In addition, we use abbreviations in Table 2 .
In (Jin, 2005) , based on the definition of J-functions of FIFO violation, the following dynamic system, called J-system, is proposed for static TAP with variable demand, 
Denoting q rs by f rs 0 , f rs = (f rs 0 , · · · , f rs k , · · ·), and f = (· · · , f rs , · · ·), we can write J-system in the following formḟ
whose steady states are called J-equilibria (JE). As shown in (Jin, 2005) , J-system is the dynamic system of TAP in the sense that the BMW objective function (Beckmann, McGuire, and Winsten, 1956 ) is its total energy and user equilibria (UE) are its only globally stable steady states.
In this paper, based on the definitions of JE and UE, we propose algorithms for computing them. We start with TAP with fixed demand, in whichq rs = 0 and v rs = u rs for all O-D pairs r − s. We show the feasibility of these methods by solving a simple network.
Then we propose similar methods for solving TAP with variable demand.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present methods for solving JE for fixed demand case. In Section 3, we propose methods for solving UE for fixed demand case. In Section 4, we present methods for solving TAP with variable demand and some discussions.
Algorithms for solving JE
In this section, we present two methods for solving JE of (3) satisfying J(f ) = 0 for fixed demand case. As we know, if the initial value when τ = 0 of f rs k = 0 for any k, r, s, it remains at zero in J-system for τ > 0. That is, if a path is excluded in the initial state, it is always excluded. Thus we only consider those paths with non-zero initial flows. Denoting the number of initially non-empty paths connecting O-D pair r − s by K rs (∀ r, s), we then have a K rs -dimension hyper-plane G rs , in whichf rs = (f rs 1 , · · · , f rs Krs ), q rs = Krs k=1 f rs k , and f rs k ≥ 0 for 1 ≤ k ≤ K rs . Further, we define the total hyper-plane as G = r,s G rs . Therefore, all solutions of (3), including JE, remain in G for τ > 0.
Newton's method
Given an initial f 1 ∈ G, if J(f 1 ) = 0, we can find the next candidate f 2 from the following linear equations by linearizing J at f 1 :
It is not hard to show that the Jacobian matrix ∇J| f 1 is not symmetric. Since ∇J| f 1 could be ill-conditioned, it is suggested to use iterative solution methods for non-symmetric matrices, such as GMRES (Trefethen and Bau, III, 1997) . Since f 2 might not satisfy (1), we have to adjust it as follows:f
Here, the stop condition is based on J(f ) 2 , called J-index of convergence,
which equals to zero iff f is a JE.
In Newton's method, the Jacobian ∇J| f 1 is a square matrix with dimension of rs K rs × rs K rs , whose ((rs, k), (rs,k)) element is ∂J rs k /∂frs k . For example, for a network with n O-D pairs and m paths for each O-D pair, then the size of the Jacobian matrix is m n × m n . Therefore, computational cost will be proportional to m 2n 1 , which is very costly for a large network. Here we propose a modified Newton's method, by considering only the diagonal blocks of the Jacobian matrix, ∇J rs | f 1 , whose (k, j) element is ∂J rs k /∂f rs j (∀ r, s). Then we solve the following linear equations
That is, we update f 2 for each O-D pair separately. In this method, computational cost is proportional to nm 2 in the aforementioned network, which is significantly smaller. However, this method is heuristic and subject to numerical and theoretical examinations.
Finite difference method
We can discretize J-system, (3), in the decision space as
In this way, we can compute f (τ ) for any τ given an initial guess f (0). This method is called
Euler's method (Strogatz, 1994) . Since J-system is stable, its asymptotic solutions converge to steady states, i.e. JE, for very large τ . To have stable numerical method, ∆τ should be small enough, which can be determined by analyzing properties of a specific J-system.
To find JE with the finite difference method, we need to re-assign these path flows to links to compute path travel times at each decision step and obtain J-functions J for the next step. Therefore, the total computational load of the finite difference method is proportional to τ /∆τ and that of computing J-functions. To have a more efficient method, one approach is to use the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method (Strogatz, 1994) , which is still stable for larger decision step ∆τ .
We can see that the finite difference method is an intrinsic method to J-system for solving its steady states. Note that computational cost in (10) should be smaller than in Newton's method, and we do not need adjustment as in Newton's method since (1) is always satisfied with (10).
Algorithms for searching UE
The difference between JE and UE are their stability or existence of shorter empty paths.
Based on this difference, we can search for UE from JE solutions by perturbing the latter.
Perturbation-based method
With any initial guess, by using methods in Section 2 we can find a JE. Further, if we can find empty shorter paths at this JE, we then perturb the JE by shifting proportions of flow from an non-empty path to the shorter empty paths. Then we can find a different JE, since non-UE JE are unstable in these directions (Jin, 2005, Appendix B) . We repeat this process until we obtain UE, where J-index is small enough and there are no shorter empty paths. The algorithm is shown in Table 3 . Note that the initial guess does not have to be all-or-nothing assignment as in Frank-Wolfe's (FW) method (Sheffi, 1984) . In stead, with K-shortest paths as initial state, the perturbation-based method could find UE without many perturbations.
Hybrid methods
Another approach is to use FW method to get close to UE, and then use FW result as an initial guess of J-system to find the corresponding steady states. As we know, FW method usually takes several steps to find alternative paths, but there's zigzagging effect around UE. In the hybrid method, we could take advantage of the solution methods in Section 2 to avoid such effect. If FW method still misses alternative paths, however, we need to repeat using FW method or the perturbation-based process. The hybrid method is shown in Table 4 .
We can also hybridize the methods for solving JE, especially the finite difference method, with other traditional methods for solving TAP (Patriksson, 1994) .
A simple example
In this section, we study a simple network given by (Fig. 5 .1 (page 114) of Sheffi, 1984) , which is shown in Figure 1 . For this network, J-functions of FIFO violation can be written as
whose Jacobian matrix of dimension 3× 3 can be computed, but not shown here. Therefore, J-system of the network isẋ
Convergence of methods for solving JE
In this subsection, we use initial state at (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) = (3.39, 5.00, 1.61) and the corresponding path costs (c 1 , c 2 , c 3 ) = (22.3, 27.3, 35.3) . This is the first solution with all alternative UE paths in Table 5 .4 of (Sheffi, 1984) . We will show convergence rates and converging trajectory in the region of x 1 + x 2 ≤ 10 (x 3 = 10 − x 1 − x 2 ) for Newton's method and the finite difference method.
For Newton's method, the convergence of J-index defined in (8) is shown in Figure   2 , and the solution trajectory in Figure 3 . We can see that Newton's method converges exponentially, but has zigzagging effect around the steady state.
For finite difference method with τ = 0.02 and ∆τ =0.0005, 0.001, and 0.002, the convergence of J-index is shown in Figure 4 , and the solution trajectory in Figure 5 . From these figures, we can see that as long as the finite difference form of (3) is stable (i.e. ∆τ is sufficiently small), convergence rates are similar and solution trajectories are also similar.
Especially, convergence rates are constant when solutions get closer to JE and there is no zigzagging effect.
All JE solutions and perturbation-based method
With either Newton's method or the finite difference method, we start with different combinations of non-zero path flows and find all seven JE for this network as shown in Table   5 .
In Figure 6 , the seven JE are shown. We perturb the first six non-UE JE by shifting 0.05 flow from a nonempty path to each empty shorter path. After perturbation, we use the finite difference method with ∆τ = 0.0005 and τ = 0.1 to obtain solution trajectories of J-system, which converge to UE, as also shown in Figure 6 . This confirms the theory in (Jin, 2005) that only UE are stable steady states. This simple example also demonstrates the feasibility of the perturbation-based method in finding UE.
Discussions
In this paper, we studied two methods (Newton's method and finite difference method) for finding JE and two methods (perturbation-based method and hybrid methods) for searching UE. From a numerical example, we show that solutions of JE converge exponentially for both Newton's and finite difference methods, and the perturbation-based method can yield UE by perturbing a non-UE JE. Since Newton's method requires the Jacobian matrix, it only works for simple networks and simple link performance functions. In contrast, the finite difference method is more general, since it can be used as long as J-functions of FIFO violation can be computed. That is, as long as there exists J-system of a traffic assignment problem, the finite difference method and the perturbation-based method are applicable. In this sense, the finite difference method and the perturbation-based method are intrinsic to J-system. Therefore, in the future, for complicated networks or dynamic traffic assignment, we can always use these intrinsic methods to find possible UE solutions.
This study is intended to show the feasibility of J-system formulation in solving the traffic assignment problem. For large-scale road networks, more issues on implementation and efficiency should be investigated in the future. For example, knowledge in dynamic systems and special treatment of special network structure can be incorporated to find UE more efficiently. Also, we may use many other methods for solving nonlinear equations directly, such as S-system method (Savageau and Voit, 1987) .
The methods proposed here can also be used to find system optimal assignments and solve any other TAP with J-system formulation. For example, for TAP with variable de-mand, we can have two types of methods. In one, with an initial guess of f rs 0 = q rs (for any r, s) and f rs k (for any k, r, s), we directly solve (3a) and (3b), by using finite difference method and perturbation-based method. In the other, with an initial guess of q rs (for any r, s), we solve the corresponding UE f rs k (for any k, r, s) for a fixed demand problem (3c) with v rs = u rs , and then update q rs (for any r, s) and f rs k (for any k, r, s) with the difference between v rs and u rs by (3c) and (3d) respectively.
At the same time, the following questions are worth looking at: Do we expect to have exponential convergence generally? With a nice network, if the initial guess has the same taken paths as UE, will the corresponding JE automatically be UE, without having to use techniques like perturbation? If in an intermediate step, a path is an empty shorter path, will it be a taken path in UE? Do we have limited pieces of JE? The answers to these questions will be helpful to better understand the characteristics of J-system and lead to better solution methods. 
